natural incentives to learning  3!
sense of ownership
About the age of three many children begin to be poss-
essive about their toys, and mothers complain that a child
is growing selfish. If no obloquy is attached to the word,
it is true that the child is growing selfish in so far as he
is realizing that he is a person, that his acts can influence
his community, and that he has rights.
Many experiences are responsible for this slow growth
of power and independence ; the child can walk and wander
away from, others; he can express himself dearly and
effectively, and though, as Piaget points out, he still thinks
that all people think as he does, he constantly has experiences
that help him to make a sharp distinction between himself
and not himself. It is at this time that he begins to want
things for himself and that we find him not only guarding
his possessions but collecting in order to add to his store.
Some psychologists declare this desire to guard property,
by fighting if necessary, is innate, and Rivers calls it an
instinct. Certainly many animals display the same anger
at being deprived of a possession as a child does from whom
a toy is taken, and certainly we must face the fact of love
of possession in children who are old enough to distinguish
mine from .not mine, for it influences in many ways a
child's attitude to the world.
In the first place children who live in old-fashioned
institutions where private possessions are not allowed, and
where they have no boxes in which they can safely keep
their own things, get an exaggerated view of the value of
having goods of one's own. They go to curious and dis-
tressing lengths to acquire and hide even worthless things
and they are almost incapable of giving. The child in
the poorest home is better off in this respect, for he gener-
ally succeeds in possessing some odds and ends and learns
at least to * swop' a tin with a hole in it for a cup without
a handle.

